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About This Game

Use your whole body and go for the goal! Introducing a soccer heading game for the HTC Vive on Steam. Take the pass from
your teammate and head the ball in! Beat the goalkeeper to earn points and aim for the top rankings.

Five difficulty levels to try

First-timers should start at Beginner. Makes a great party game!

When you’re ready, take on Amateur and Semi-Pro… or perhaps experienced soccer players are confident enough to
start here!

A real challenge is waiting for you at the Professional level.

If you’re a match for Legendary, maybe you should be in the pro leagues!

Game Features

Goalkeeper's skill and ball's trajectory vary with skill level

Get more attempts for as long as you can keep scoring goals. Rack up a high score!
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Leaderboard functionality to compete with your rivals around the world

The more you play, the better you'll become! There have even been reports of people seeing improvement in their real
soccer games...

* This game is a full-body VR experience. Before playing make sure your surroundings are clear of all friends, furniture,
children, spouses, cats, dogs, long-lost siblings, and important equipment entrusted to you by your clients.

* Playing in a soccer uniform is even more exciting, so give it a try! Please do not celebrate your goals too wildly while wearing
an HMD.
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This game....

I thought I'd play a few rounds with my brother and then get back to work but three hours passed by and we want more!

Surely there's lots of room for improvment but given the early access state of it, I got to say that I'm having a blast! Can't wait
for the future of this game, I'm sure it'll be worth the wait.

Buy this game if you're looking for insta-fun with your friends. Totally worth even in the early-access!. Great to pass the time..
Awesome. I have nothing else to say.. I got this game as a gift from a friend... playing for 5 minutes gave me a terrible
headache. There are better oldschool type shmups around.. love the game so far, with flightstick. so far only at level 2 but i love
the way it handles and how it sounds. only downside is that i don't know when i am locking on to enemies.. This is a fun game.
Nothing earth shattering, but it's well worth the price. I do wish it had more resolution options, but that's a small quibble.

You have 18 (or 16, can't remember) spell / card slots and as you progress through the story you build your deck. In combat, you
get a random hand from that pool with additional cards each turn. I do like the mana system - it's not cards like a lot of card
games. Your mana increasea over time and can be boosted with spells (and you can reduce your opponent's). Feels nice..
\u041e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c \u043a\u0440\u0430\u0441\u043e\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430
\u0441 \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u044b\u043c \u0441\u044e\u0436\u0435\u0442\u043e\u043c.
\u0417\u0430\u0442\u044f\u043d\u0435\u0442 \u0412\u0430\u0441 \u043d\u0430
\u043f\u0430\u0440\u0443-\u0442\u0440\u043e\u0439\u043a\u0443 \u0447\u0430\u0441\u043e\u0432.
10 \u043c\u0435\u0442\u0435\u043e\u0440\u0438\u0442\u043e\u0432 \u0438\u0437 \u00a0\u221e\u00a0. I got this in a
LazyGuys bundle. I would guess that I paid about 25 cents for it. The game took me 11 minutes to complete, with a walk to my
kitchen to get some water adding an extra minute or so. As I filled my glass, I glanced over at the calendar and saw that today
was "Pi Day". I didn't know that, and I learned something new... true, it's a fact of questionable worth, but still. So all in all, the
time spent getting water was productive, hydrating and informative.

I'm sad to say that my trip to the kitchen was in every way a more enjoyable, valuable, moving, fulfilling and emotional
experience than "The Interview". I really tried to be forgiving when I thought about what to put in this review... you know,
points for uniqueness, the strange and disturbing images, the complete weird nothingness of it all. But in the end, no. The few
generated thoughts I had while playing... i.e. maybe this is a government experiment on my character, how will it unfold?... none
of those musings came to fruition. The ending felt contrived, the whole thing felt like it had an hour-long development period
(and I mean from concept creation to finalized content), and it was ultimately just lame. There's potential for something
interesting to come out of this mess, given more thought to the content and result, but as it is it's a wasted concept.

So.... 25 cents/11 minutes. Worth it, either money-wise or time-wise? No. But if you buy this "game" anyway, I must
recommend getting a refreshing beverage while "playing"... it will likely be the highlight of your short experience.
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TL;DR Devs dont know how to make a fighting game. this game is very poor.

I was ready to give this game a fair chance, but just seconds into playing it is very clear that this game is a godawful mess. The
art and idea seems charming, but the devs seem to know nothing about what makes a fighting game. Not to say that there isnt a
way to flip the script on a fighter and make it work, but this is not one of those instances. Examples being, air control. You can
change movement in air. Hit boxes are a bonkers mess. With character models so small and condensed, things turn into quite the
mashing mess. A BLOCK BUTTON IN A 2D FIGHTER. Honestly, to expect this game to have any sort of fighting game
fundamentals is pretty silly so i dont know what i expected. Even from a casual fighting game player prespective this game is
poor. The presentation is okay, but man oh man... I cant recommend this game to pretty much anyone.. wait why did i buy this?.
This game is awesome. If you like art games, then Dujanah is a must-play. It's a story about a lot of things: death, the Middle
East, video games, global warming, motherhood, etc. Unlike a lot of "weird" games, though, I think Dujanah actually tries to
accomplish something meaningful with its bizarre imagery and dialogue. There are some clear messages that I won't spoil so you
can interpret them for yourself. Of course, it's very light on gameplay, but if you're looking for a deep, poetic, funny, dark, sad
interactive story, I couldn't recommend Dujanah enough.. Super fun! Well executed unique concept. And who doesn't like
playing with dominoes?

10/10. This game is Growing, maybe it will become popular this year (AFTER THE UPDATE). Its a really great mod for
people who like rts games
. Don't get me wrong, this game is good. But please update it so that you can turn the sound completely off. This game is seems
more for chillin' with music. But I can't do that with the low buzzzz of the plane in the back. It just needs a few updates. Like,
being able to turn the sound completely off, able to get the gun on round 2, and being able to turn the words the right way, it's
hard when you have dyslexia (like me). Game's good, just a few updates to make it nice.
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